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Proteins have shown interest in research as coating material for usage of
non-toxic lubricants such as water. Proteins can also produce functional
surfaces that can be active to pH changes or modify the surface contact angle
from hydrophobic to hydrophilic or vice versa.

The main objective of this thesis was to study the friction of micropatterned
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface with and without fusion protein
(HFBI-RLP-dCBM) coating. In addition, the thesis includes literature study
about the basic theory of tribology and used materials.

The experimental section of this work focused on friction testing, but the
PDMS surface properties were also studied by means of wetting angle. Quartz
crystal microbalance with dissipation was used to observe the self-assembly of
the fusion protein on PDMS surface. The friction was tested with pin-on-disk
method and lubrication was done with buffer solution at pH 3, 5 and 11.

The fusion protein used in this work clearly shows to decrease friction and
modifies surface wettability. Hydrophobic non-micropatterned PDMS surface
was turned to hydrophilic with protein coating on its surface. The micropat-
terned PDMS surfaces did not show as great decrease in contact angle as
non-micropatterned surface. The fusion protein was shown to be pH active as
pH 5 produced highest friction while pH 11 had lowest. The lubrication with
buffer solution did decrease the friction only for non-micropatterned PDMS
surface.

Keywords: Friction, Lubrication, Micropattern, PDMS, HFBI, RLP, Fusion
protein
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Nykyisin materiaalien pinnoittaminen erilaisilla matalakitkaisilla pinnoitteilla
on yleistynyt ja proteiinit ovat olleet tutkimuksessa mielenkiinnon kohteena,
koska niiden kanssa voidaan käyttää myrkyttömiä voiteluaineita kuten vettä.
Muita mielenkiintoisia ominaisuuksia proteiineilla on mahdollisuus muokata
pinnan kostutuskulmaa ja proteiinit voivat olla aktiivisia pH:n vaihtelulle.

Tämän työn tarkoituksena oli tutkia mikrokuvioidun polydimetyylisiloksaani-
pinnan kitkaa ilman ja fuusioproteiini pinnoituksen kanssa. Edeltävän lisäksi
työ sisältää kirjallisuustutkimuksen tribologiasta yleisellä tasolla sekä työssä
käytetyistä materiaaleista.

Työn kokeellinen osio keskittyi pinnnan kitkan tutkimiseen, mutta pinnan
ominaisuuksia testattiin myös kostutuskulman avulla. Proteiinien sitoutumista
pinnalle tutkittiin kvartsikristallimikrovaa’an avulla. Kitkatestit tehtiin kuulalla,
joka kiersi kiekon päällä voiteluaineen pH arvoissa 3, 5 ja 11.

Fuusioproteiini vaikutti pinnan kitkaan alentavasti sekä madalsi pinnan kos-
tutuskulmaa. Hydrofobiset ei-mikrokuvioidut pinnat muuttuivat hydrofiilisiksi
fuusioproteiinipinnoituksen jälkeen, mutta kuvioiduilla pinnoilla pinnoituksen
vaikutus oli huomattavasti pienempi kostutuskulmaan. Ilman pinnoitusta ole-
villa PDMS pinnoilla vain ei-mikrokuvioidun pinnan kitka laski käytettäessä
voiteluliuosta. Fuusioproteiini oli selvästi aktiivinen voiteluliuoksen pH-arvoon,
sillä pH arvossa 11 kitka oli matalimmillaan ja pH arvossa 5 korkeimmillaan.

Avainsanat: Kitka, Voitelu, Mikrokuviointi, PDMS, HFBI, RLP, Fuusio pro-
teiini
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1 Introduction

In nature many complex systems are present and they provide some unique
functions. Typical examples of these systems are dirt free lotus leaves due to their
hydrophobic surface and gecko feet with special patterning that allows geckos to
climb on walls. [1, 2] Inventing new or improving existing applications can be
done by mimicking nature’s systems and research have shown to be interested to
use soft matter to accomplish this goal. Mimicked systems can be soft robotics,
microfluidics or self-assembling monolayers. Though usually many systems in
nature are especially complex and consist of many sequels and parallel processes at
the same time. This leads to usually mimicking only part of the complex system
as it may cover the wanted functionality. [2] Lately hydrophobins [3] and proteins
have had interest in research to produce low friction coatings with self-assembling
properties [4].

Resilin was discovered in 1960’s from insect cuticle and was classified as
rubberlike protein [5]. It was found to be elastic and high resilience material, which
lead to usage of the protein and enhancing it properties even further by producing
new type of biomaterial by crosslinking the proteins [6]. Resilin-like polypeptides
(RLP) have seen a lot of research past few years and their manufacturing have been
taking huge steps during this time. Also the purification method for RLP has been
under research to provide even better functionality. [6–9] Most of the proteins have
a few special features, which have made it interest in research including nontoxicity
for environment that can be noted as huge benefit. These properties offer wide
variety of applications, where this protein could be implemented varying from
medical applications to protective coatings. [7, 10] RLPs can also self-assembly
with special configuration that can lead to self-healing, when the protein coating
is damaged [11]. Some proteins such as hydrophobins have amphiphilic nature,
which make them perfect for self-assembling applications [3].

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a polymer that have been used widely ranging
from microfabrication [12, 13] to food production, where it have been used as
antifoaming agent [14]. In more detail, modified PDMS surfaces have been shown
recently to be wear-resistant, superoleophobic, superhydrophobic and transparent
[12]. Manufacturing PDMS is also quite easy and provides possibility to make
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different shapes and patterns to its surface with using molds or masters. Even
though PDMS have been known for a long time, new applications are found and
it is still widely used in research. [13, 15]

Tribologically the proteins and polymers have not attracted as much interest
as metals and hard coatings during the history in industry applications [16].
Currently, soft materials are finding their way for specific applications, where
friction plays a key role and the contact pressure is low. Also the conventional
lubricants such as oil are usually toxic for environment. [17] Typically these
type of metal oil systems are used in places where surfaces are in contact and
parts are in motion most of the time such as pistons in combustion engines. [16]
Mimicking of nature’s systems has shown performance increase in most of the
applications, where solutions from nature have been implemented. For example
wind turbines with blades that are formed like whale flippers, have managed their
way to commercial stage. [18]

In nature, many systems can be found, where the parts are closely in contact
and motion is taking place, including joints and tissues. This opens new field
for medical and biological applications that need to be nontoxic and placed in
environment, where for example metals are not compatible. For example due to
corrosion, that will effect metals mechanical properties negatively. A biopolymer
that is found from bovine submaxillary glands is called mucin, which is shown
to have friction lowering effect when one or both of the contacting surfaces is
coated with it. Lubricant for biopolymer can be for example water. Other great
properties of mucins is converting hydrophobic surfaces to hydrophilic ones, which
have been found to lower the friction coefficient. [4, 19] Down side for mucin is
it acquisition from animals, which is not as efficient as synthetically producing
proteins such as RLP, when considering the production volumes. [8]

The aim of this master’s thesis was to study the effects of micropatterning
of PDMS surface to the friction with and without coating of HFBI-RLP-dCBM
fusion protein and also the wetting of the modified surface. This includes the
study of wear of the protein coating under friction measurement. In addition, the
effect of lubrication of previously described surface with water-based lubricants
will be studied. Thesis also includes literature study of tribology from view of
friction and used materials, PDMS and fusion protein. The structure of this work
will be following, first there is literature study of the subject, second the materials
and methods to conduct the study have been briefly described, third the obtained
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results will be presented and discussed and finally the conclusions about this work
will be made and future prospects will be discussed.
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2 Tribology

The term tribology was firstly introduced in 1966, but the effect of friction have
been known far longer. This have lead to find ways to reduce or increase the force
needed to move two parts in contact on each other at stationary or in movement.
[17] It must be noted that field of tribology is huge and this part focuses mainly
on subjects important for experimental part of this work. In this section the
literature of tribology will be studied by means of friction, wear and lubricants.

2.1 Friction

The friction can be categorized to roughly two different situations dry and fluid
friction, where dry friction is in action when no lubricants or fluids are present
at surface and vice versa for fluid friction. At the very beginning, it is vital to
understand that friction is not a material property but instead a system response.
In other words, the surface roughness, contaminants, coatings and thin films affect
the friction observed and depending on the application high or low friction force
can be wanted. One of the simplest scenarios to present the friction is with surface
and object sliding on surface (sliding friction), where no lubricants are present.
This is noted as Amontons’ law of friction. [17] The forces present in Amontons’
law of friction are presented in figure 2.1, where the W is the normal force and F is
the force needed to move the object. The equation accompanied with Amontons’
law of friction is presented in equation (2.1):

µ = F/W, (2.1)

Where µ is the coefficient of friction, W is the load normal to the plane and F is
the force required to move the object.[17]

The Amontons’ law of friction consists of three rules: firstly the friction force
and normal load are proportional to each other, secondly the friction force is not
affected by the area of contact and thirdly the sliding velocity have no effect to
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Figure 2.1. The forces in Amontons law

the friction force. These three laws apply on especially specific situations and only
for some materials. [17] Polymers and elastomers show to be breaking all of the
three rules at least one or multiple ways as increasing load is shown to reduce the
friction of polymers and with soft materials the area of contact increases friction
[17, 20]. Also the friction have been shown to increase with increase of velocity
[21]. Though these results were obtained in micro scale the trend could be seen
rather easily by investigating results and the fact of negative slope in the graphs
for velocity and the coefficient of friction. The method for sliding with elastomers
have been found to be greatly different compared to metals and ceramics and
is argued to happen by de-adhesion and re-adhesion similar to the caterpillar
motion shown in figure 2.2. Also the deformation effect need to be considered
with elastomers as loading the surface will generate and relax the stress, while
ball moves forwards on surface, thus generating heat during the process. [17]

Figure 2.2. Schematic showing the sliding method of elastomer on hard surface [17]
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It is also clear that microstructures reduce the contact area, but it must be
taken account that at some load the microstructures will be destroyed [13, 20].
When discussing wider about the subject of contact area, the resolution will start
play a vital role. This can be typically seen by using different microscopes, while
the magnification increases it will also show the roughness of surface more clearly.
Another typical example of this phenomena is measuring lengths of coastlines as
reducing the measurement unit the more complex shapes are obtained and length
of coastline is increased [22]. Normally even the smoothest material in macroscale
will be close to mountain like structure and as described before the friction is
affected by this fact. An example of this is shown in figure 2.3. Most importantly
the surface roughness can be manipulated for example with micropatterning to
obtain wanted surface and possibly also modify the friction between surfaces.
Though, this is only the case with not wetted or lubricated surfaces as no film is
formed on surface and only the material sliding contact will produce the friction
[17]. Another important factor with contact area is the heat generated due to the
friction and how different materials react to it. For example the metals have larger
operating temperature scales than polymers as the generated heat can be seen
as a rise of temperature. [17, 23] It was also shown that conductivity of material
pairs in contact have effect on the maximum sliding speed, when temperature is
limiting factor [23].

Figure 2.3. The effect of magnification of surfaces a) how it would look to eye b) with
magnification from contacting surfaces

The friction occurs on stationary objects as it occurs with objects rubbing
on each other. The force needed to overcome the static friction and make object
to move is the static friction force and that is equal or greater than the kinetic
friction force. Couple of methods have been suggested to explain the static friction
and it have been showed to be time dependent process. This was argued to be
due to materials deformation during time under loading (creep) and plastic flow.
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[24, 25]

Typically coefficient of friction for materials are classified depending on the
mating pair, if they are similar or not. For similar pairs, metal on metal depends
on metal type and can have high or low friction, polymer on polymer have usually
low friction compared to metals and lastly ceramics have moderate to extremely
low friction. Though for low friction polymers the contact could be considered
between solid lubricants and also that coefficient of friction is dependent on load
and sliding velocity. For not mating pairs the friction coefficient is dependent on
many other system variables than just contacting materials and is strictly case
sensitive. For example polymer and hard surface pair can have low friction, but
polymer that acts as solid lubricant in this type of system can have 4 times lower
coefficient of friction than hard surface. [17, 26]

2.2 Wear

The wear is usually defined as how much material is removed during certain time
constant or how much the surface is damaged during certain time. Both surfaces
in contact will be damaged but the amount can differ depending on materials.
Most importantly wear is system response and not material property same way as
friction is system response. In some cases wear have functionality that is helpful
and productive and typical example of this kind of system is writing with graphite
pencil, where controlled wear takes place. Usually in many applications low wear
is desired. The amount of wear is affected by the operating conditions, for example
load, velocity and material used, which leads to wear at different rates. Depending
on the case, different variable can have bigger impact on wear rate. [17, 26, 27]

Multiple classifications for wear have been introduced based on relative motion
or mechanism. The difference is basically that mechanisms are subcategories of
relative motion or described themselves but no classification is yet fully accepted.
[17, 26, 27] An example of the previous is that excluding impact and rolling contact
from relative motion [26], while other is including them in relative motion [27] and
third one does not include motion itself at all but describes the motion as part
of mechanism [17]. Though they agree about most of the mechanisms that are
adhesive, abrasive, fatigue, erosive and chemical (corrosive) [17, 26, 27]. Then few
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are added to the list depending on author: thermal [26], electrical arc-induced wear
[17] and fretting [17, 27]. Though fretting was seen as combination of abrasive,
adhesive and corrosive wear [17]. To keep the scope in this work no corrosion,
thermal or electrical arc-induced wear should be present which is result from
polymers and proteins to be insensitive to corrosion and temperatures are low.
The insensitive to corrosive (chemical) wear is result of its definition as material
loss through reactions at material surface. [17]

Adhesive wear occurs at especially smooth surfaces that are contact with each
other with or without lubrication. The contacting surface asperities are in contact
to each other and result in detachment of particles from contacting surface. These
particles can attach back to either of the surfaces or create a particle debris
between the surfaces. Depending on the mating surfaces hardness the amount and
type of wear detached particles differ. When mating with similar surfaces, both
surfaces produce particles that are about the same size and amount but in case
of dissimilar, the softer material will produce more and bigger particles. [17, 26]
There is an experimental equation that have been implemented to describe the
wear mechanism [28] and then improved to meet the requirements of dissimilar
pairs with addition of reduced modulus instead of hardness [17]. An example of
what an adhesive wear could look and if the possible debris is formed is presented
in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. The adhesion wear mechanism presented with two surfaces and debris and
possible removal points filled with black

Abrasive wear is defined as two- or three-body system, where particles on
softer or on both surfaces induce wear. In two body system that is also classified
as low stress system, where present particles on the sliding surfaces rub on surface
causing microcuts and scratches resulting the loss of material. In this system
velocities and stress are considered to be low compared to three-body system
and no fragmentation of abrasives happens. In three-body system, there are
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two surfaces sliding on each other separated by particles causing the wear and
fragmentation of asperities from sliding surfaces. The wear rate of three-body
system is considered to be higher than in two-body system. [26] It is possible
that adhesive wear will lead to abrasive wear as adhered particles detach from
surfaces and generate wear debris and lead to abrasive wear [17]. An example of
three-body system is sand between two sliding surfaces which is demonstrated in
figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Abrasion mechanism, where the particles that are reason to wear have
been filled with black between the two surfaces

In fatigue wear cyclic loading and unloading will produce stresses to surface and
subsurface, where cracks will be nucleated or existing cracks will start expanding.
In sliding contact, it is possible that cyclic loading will cause the asperities to
fracture and be part of wear debris. The fragmented parts are considered to be big
compared to adhesive or abrasive wear particles and causing large pits to surface,
where they fragmented. [17, 26] The fragmentation of asperities can happen even
through lubrication film if stresses are present.[17].

Impact wear, which includes erosive and percussive wear [17, 27], while other
mention only erosive wear [26], is form of wear that is conducted through interaction
of fluid, bubbles in fluid or solid particles hitting the surface and eroding it [26].
The erosive wear affecting factors are mass, velocity, hardness of material and
angle of contact. The fluid and particle erosion need both high velocities to
wear the surface, though depending also the impact angle and mass. [17, 26]
Cavitation erosion instead need bubbles in liquid that are void or filled with gas
that travel with flow and will collapse under high stress zones, while damage
induced is function of pressure difference between bubble surface. The impact
wear is generally result of energy conversion from kinetic to other forms of energy
such as heat or inducing stresses in material that lead to fragmentation [17]

Wear in materials have difference depending on the type of material pair in
contact and other environmental and system factors. Similar metal pairs have
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highest wear rate and dissimilar metal pairs have magnitude lower wear rate.
Though, ceramics have extremely low wear when similar pairs are in contact, while
hard polymer surfaces also have low wear rate. [17] In addition, the polymers
are especially sensitive to heat, which is result of velocity and load. This is why
polymers have limits of usage applications, when considering temperature [27]. It
was argued that the most common wear mechanisms for polymers are adhesive,
abrasive and fatigue wear [17, 27]. The basic theory shown above or corrosion
wear as it is normally defined [17, 26, 27] does not apply for example proteins
such as bovine submaxillary mucin that was found out to be harder to remove
(wear) at acid environment than in neutral environment [29]. Some proteins also
have possibility to self-assembly back to surface to re-create layer [11] and reduce
the wear rate. Though the rate of self-assembly can be too slow to make any
significant reduction of wear.

2.3 Lubricants

The lubrication can be done with solids, liquids or gas. For solid lubrication
polymers have found applications, where low temperatures are present, and as
described before similar polymer pairs have extremely low friction. The low friction
with polymer lubrication is conducted by polymer on both or on other surface,
where the polymer is transferred trough adhesion to other surface and similar
polymer mating pair is formed. [27] Though, other materials such as ceramics
or thin films such as diamond-like carbon can be used at higher temperatures
and loads than polymers. Liquid lubrication is more complex than solid one
and can be divided in multiple classes, for example by fluid film thickness or by
the fact there is machine to support the film to keep films thickness. The later
one is called hydrostatic lubrication, where pumps or motors are pushing the
liquid or gas between the surfaces to keep the film thickness constant. [17] The
variables in liquid lubrication, to measure the performance of lubricant, are time,
film thickness, temperature, load and sliding velocity [26]. Lubrication where no
constant film thickness is supported with machines is divided to three subclasses
which are dependent on film thickness. The classes are from thickest to thinnest
film thicknesses are hydrodynamic over 250 nm, elastohydrodynamic from 25 nm
to 5 µm and boundary lubrication around few nanometers. There is possibility for
combination of previously mentioned methods, when the lubrication mechanism
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is mixed lubrication. [17]

Hydrodynamic lubrication is often done with extremely thick films as thick as
few hundred micrometers, which is done to neglect the effect of surface asperities
and keep the surfaces away from each other with film to produce especially low
friction value. Adhesive wear is supposed to happen during start and stop cycles
of operation, but corrosive wear can take place during normal use between fluid
and surface. Elastohydrodynamic differs from hydrodynamic lubrication primarily
that film is thinner, but the film is still able to support the load produced by
the sliding objects. Typical usage of elastohydrodynamic lubrication is with
small contact areas with heavy loads. [17] Example situation of hydrodynamic or
elastohydrodynamic or mixed is seen in figure 2.6, where the h is the film thickness
and mixed lubrication is possible to happen at point of asperity if the film is thin
enough.

Figure 2.6. The hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic and possible partly mixed
lubrication depending of film thickness h

In boundary lubrication only few nanometer thick layers separate the sliding
surfaces. It was argued that boundary lubrication would produce high values
for COF [17], but it has been recently shown that extremely low friction values
are possible to achieve with boundary lubrication[3, 4, 19, 30]. It have been
mentioned that boundary lubrication is good choice for certain applications, when
implemented loads and velocities are small. In addition, the good lubrication
properties of these systems have been granted to water layer absorbed by proteins
such as hydrophobins. [3, 30] The graphical presentation of the boundary type of
lubrication is found in figure 2.7.

Most typical lubricant used over long period of time is oil, but it have few big
downsides that are flammability, toxicity to nature and it is natural resource. To
overcome these problems new lubricants have been researched and oils have been
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Figure 2.7. The boundary lubrication, where molecules or proteins or similar few
nanometer structures conduct the lubrication

modified to neglect the flammability by synthetically producing them. Oils have
been favored, because of their excellent temperature to viscosity properties. When
viscosity is nearly constant at wide temperature range, the better the temperature
to viscosity property is. [17] Water could be considered as good lubricant for its
viscosity and thermal conductivity, but it is especially corrosive to commonly used
engineering materials such as steel and most of the other metals. To overcome this
problem biomimetic approach using proteins found animals and joints have been
tested and found to be performing extremely well [3, 4, 19, 30]. In addition, these
proteins are not considered to be hazard for humans or other creatures, neglecting
the possibility of immune response, when brought to foreign host [30]. Another
upside for them is their amphiphilic nature that allows them to convert hydrophilic
surface to hydrophobic and vice versa which allows them to adsorb the lubricating
buffer layer [3]. Other type of materials known as hydrogels have been shown
recently to have good lubricating properties and produce extremely low coefficient
of friction [32? ]. The low friction was argued to be due to hydrogel network, but
the heat treatment showed to increase the friction of surface [32], which could be
reason of thinner or poorer water layer and collapse of gel structure.

Lubrication can have a transition speed, where lubrication mechanism can
change from one to another. This has been shown with PDMS, for example
with load of 1 N the friction coefficient dramatically decreases around velocity
of 60 mm/s, when lubrication mechanism changes from boundary to mixed or
elastohydrodynamic lubrication. In addition, the effect of contact area plays vital
role as it was the case with dry contact. With lubrication less is not always better,
because at certain area ratio the lubricant can escape to dimples and lubrication
mechanism changes resulting higher coefficient of friction. [33, 34]
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3 Wetting

Wetting has been known for couple of centuries, though interest towards it have
been rising rapidly during last decade. Through the history of research of wetting, it
has been clear that surface interactions in system play a vital role of understanding
the wetting and contact angle. It was also criticized that terminology is from
time to time confusing as terminology can be self-made to describe own needs.[35]
Normally surface wetting is defined with contact angle between surface and droplet
of liquid on surface. If the droplet is water and contact angle is higher than 90°
surface is hydrophobic and if contact angle is lower than previously mentioned
surface is hydrophilic. Superhydrophobic surfaces have contact angle higher than
150° and superhydrophilic surfaces have lower contact angle than 30°. [1] Though,
this method have been criticized, because of many parameters that affect the
measurement and interpretation of results is hard [36]. Graphical presentation of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces are shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Surfaces with a) hydrophobic and b) hydrophilic properties

The contact angle is normally seen as combination of surface tensions between
ambient vapor and solid, solid and liquid ,and liquid and ambient vapor [1, 36].
This has been presented in equation 3.1:

γSV = γLV · cos θ + γSL, (3.1)

where γSV is the surface tension between solid and vapor, γLV is surface tension
between liquid and vapor, θ is the contact angle and γSL is surface tension between
solid and liquid. The measurement of contact angle is normally done with dropping
droplet on surface and taking picture from droplet with camera and measuring
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contact angle from picture. In this type of measurement the static contact angle
for water can be obtained around one second after droplet has contacted the solid
surface. There are few other methods to determine wetting of surface that include
sliding angle, advancing/receding contact angle and Wilhelmy plate technique. In
sliding angle the surface is tilted and increasing the tilting angle so long that the
droplet starts to slide. Advancing and receding contact angle method droplet is
first pushed out from needle to contact with surface to measure the advancing
contact angle and then soak up to needle to measure the receding contact angle.
Wilhelmy plate technique instead puts the solid surface to liquid and measures
the forces while plate is pulled out from liquid. [36]

The surface topography have great impact to contact angle and typical example
to justify this is micropattern of lotus leaf surface that leads to superhydrophobic
surface. Some plants have been discovered to have little or no soil on their leaves
when they rise from ground and after that their leaves seem to be clean from
dirt. This was induced by the structure of leaves that was especially rough and
pillar like. Though this was controversy to older knowledge where flatter surfaces
are better as dirt cannot stick on it. The reason to clean surfaces was the large
contact angles as droplets could not wet the surface and easily slide on it. While
droplets slide on surface, they are able to gather the dirt from the surface. This is
also known as self-cleaning effect as surface will clean itself, when it is altered to
liquid or droplets of liquid. However, hydrophilic surfaces can be made similar
when the surface is made as flat as possible to maximize the contact area and
minimize the contact angle.[1]

As described before in the lubrication section, the lower contact angles are better
for achieving uniform film and reducing the friction. If the surface topography is
not enough, the contact angle can be even further reduced by adding for example
hydrophobins on surface, but this needs hydrophobic surface to turn it hydrophilic
one, because of the protein amphiphilic nature [3]. The amphiphilic nature, for
example polypeptides is result from their amino end that is hydrophobic and
carboxyl end that is hydrophilic. It was also shown that similar endings repel
each other and produce low friction. But it was in the case, when both surfaces
were coated with protein. [37] Reduction of contact angle can be achieved with
plasma or chemical treatments, which were shown to have significant contact angle
reduction, when plasma or chemicals were chosen right [38].
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4 Micropatterning

Currently wide variety of applications are constructed with small figures, lines,
pillars or pitches to obtain different goals ranging from computer processors to
lotus leaf like pillar structures. From the previous examples, it is clear that
different kind of patterning processes are used for different scales ranging from
nanometer scale processor lines to micrometer scale pillar structures. Though, the
real reason for this is speed, but as usual lower production times will induce higher
production volumes and provide greater income. Some common methods from
largest feature size to smallest are optical lithography, laser beam writing and
electron beam writing [39]. In next chapters the previously mentioned techniques
will be discussed and how to manufacture a pillar or pitch type of structure.

Electron and laser beam writing techniques are especially similar, but laser
beam is faster, cheaper and produces bigger features as wavelength of light is
limiting factor. To overcome the limitations of wave length advanced systems
that include mirrors and lenses which will concentrate the beam to certain spot at
surface. Other difference is the fact laser beam writing can be done in ambient air
while electron beam writing needs a vacuum. For electron beam writing minimum
linewidth is affected by acceleration voltage, but the limiting factor is the current
which will spread the beam to larger area. Though, extremely small structures as
small as 10 nm can be made with electron beam writing. First the writing area is
made in pixel form to know what pixels will be and will not be written. Two ways
for writing pixels is used which are raster and vector scan. Raster scan is slower as
it moves pixel by pixel and row by row through whole writing area, while vector
scan is moving only to spots that are needed to be written. The vector scan is
more vulnerable to mistakes as position of writing head may be dislocated. All
the writing is done to resist that will be etched away to have the written figures
on surface. [39] Difference between raster and vector scan is presented in figure
4.1

As the previously described techniques are slow and cover small areas, it is
wise to do mask that can be used with light to cover and pattern large areas at
once. This method is called optical lithography. The mask manufactured for this
purpose is called photomask, which can be done with previous methods and is
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Figure 4.1. The difference between raster scan on left and vector scan on right, picture
taken from [39].

usable for multiple times. Photomask will then be used with optically reactive
resist and ultraviolet lamp. There are two type of resist negative and positive,
which will react differently to exposure of ultraviolet light as positive resist the
exposure areas will become unreactive and not exposed ones remain reactive for
temperature. For negative resist the functionality is vice versa to positive resist.
The resist is usually done with spin coating the surface that is wanted to be
modified. After the exposure to ultraviolet light the resist is baked to harden the
temperature reactive spots. Next the soft parts from the resist is removed and the
structure is finalized by choosing right chemicals and etching the surface below
the resist. Finally the rest of the resist is removed and the patterned surface is
ready to use. [39] An example of this type of manufacturing process is shown in
figure 4.2.

If the previously manufactured surface is not itself the final application, but
the mold to generate copies from the surface, then it is called master. From
one master multiple copies can be made before the master wears out, though
masters are vulnerable to contamination. Contamination can be as simple as dust
particles in ambient air. It is crucial to understand that the structure that will be
obtained from master is reflection of it. To obtain the reflection from master, for
example PDMS can be poured on it and cured in oven and then removed from
master. Typical master materials are silicon or SU-8 as their properties are well
known [39]. When making structures at microscale the strength of structures
can vary depending on their geometry. This has recently been shown with pillars
and honeycomb like structures manufactured from polymer. The honeycomb like
structure were able to maintain loads that were significantly greater than the
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loads that pillars resisted. [40]

Figure 4.2. Production of master a) spin coating, b) exposure to UV light, c) developed
resist, d) etching of patterns, e) completed master. Black is the master, grey is the
resist, red is the photomask and blue is the UV radiation.
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5 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

All silicones are some sort of PDMS, which will be divided to subcategories based
on their curing temperatures and viscosity. The categories are room temperature
vulcanizing one or two component (RTV-1 and RTV-2), High temperature vulcan-
izing (HTV) and liquid rubber (LR). The difference between RTV-1 and RTV-2
is the ability to cure as RTV-1 will cure without additive while RTV-2 needs the
additive (second component) to start the curing process. [41] From the previously
described variants this section will concentrate on RTV-2 type of PDMS as it is
the PDMS type used in this thesis work. It was noted that condensation curing
reaction is outdated [41] and currently the addition reaction is widely used in
research [4, 12, 13, 15, 20, 30].

The curing agent consists of the crosslinkers, platinum catalyst and possible
additives such as dyes. The curing agent is added to polymer base to start the
hardening reaction. The addition curing reaction does not have split products like
condensation curing and there is no or little shrinking of PDMS during curing.
The mechanical properties of final PDMS elastomer can be modified with the
ratio of polymer base and curing agent. Basically more curing agent will produce
harder and less viscous materials. An example of the ratio dependence is the
hardness that can vary from 45 to 80 at Shore A scale. Similarly the viscosity can
vary from 5 Pas to 40 Pas.[41] The most typically used ratio between base and
cure is 10:1. The PDMS takes different time to cure after adding the curing agent
depending on temperature. The curing will take place even at room temperature,
but the curing time will be extremely long compared to elevated temperatures.
Though, the working time (pot life) in room temperature is much shorter than
the curing time. One property that is not ratio dependent is the transparency of
PDMS. [42] The structural formula and the curing reaction of PDMS is presented
in figure 5.1

The current applications of RTV-2 PDMS are mostly in encapsulation or
in electronic parts [42]. Though it is considered nontoxic [43] and have a wide
temperature operation range [42]. The material has been conventionally used
in molds, foams, adhesives and sealants [41]. The research for new applications
is ongoing and promising results have been shown. One of the fields is tissue
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engineering, where PDMS could be surface for other active materials to assembly
[15]. This includes applications, where proteins could be laid on PDMS surface to
reduce friction that could be used in joints. In this case the hydrophobic PDMS has
ability to absorb amphiphilic proteins, which produce the hydrophilic surface. This
will make great friction reduction even as boundary lubrication.[4, 13] However,
modification of PDMS is easy which has led to development of new type of surfaces
that can be superhydrophobic and superoleophobic at the same time, which is
accomplished with different additives. In addition, the surface was found to be
wear resistant. [12] PDMS have also found its way to biosensors and microfluidic
devices, where the sensors can be used to measure volume or to glucose detection.
[44]

Figure 5.1. The structural formula and curing reaction of PDMS, picture taken from
[45].
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6 HFBI-RLP-dCBD fusion protein

The fusion protein HFBI-RLP-dCBM consists of three proteins, which are class II
hydrophobin, resilin-like polypeptide and double cellulose binding domain. The
HFBI is the part that makes the surface modification between the hydrophobic
and hydrophilic [3], while RLP poses other interesting material properties that
are high resilience and huge elongation [9]. Though, it is also possible to longer
combinations of proteins to even enhance their functionality further, for example
by using cellulose binding domain (CBD) [46]. But in case of this work, the dCBM
is considered to be unfunctional part that should not have impact on friction.
Proteins are amino acids that are classified as biopolymers, where the amino acids
are bonded by amine or peptide bonds [3].

Hydrophobins are divided to classes I and II, where class II is water soluble and
class I is less water soluble than class II. Both hydrophobin classes are amphiphilic
and pose internal structure that makes them stable against environmental changes.
The amphiphilic nature is considered as great advantage, when adhesion of thin
film is needed, for example for lubrication purposes. In addition, the self-assembly
to solid surfaces as a monolayer is one promising aspect, when considering possible
applications. The class II hydrophobins consists of around 100 amino acids and
their physical dimensions are few nanometers. Hydrophobins are usually extracted
from Trichoderma reesei, in the case of class II hydrophobin. [47] It has been
noted that proteins are sensitive to isoelectric point and pH changes can effect the
assembly of protein and film properties negatively or positively. Hydrophobins
were found out to be great lubricants by themselves, when assembled on PDMS
surface in sodium acetate buffer. [3] Structure of HFBII protein is presented in
figure 6.1.

Resilin-like polypeptides have seen research in their manufacturing [8] and
in enhancing of their properties [7, 9, 10]. RLP can be divided to multiple
subclasses depending on their consensus sequences. The difference between the
consensus sequences outcome is the result of different purification induction and
purification methods. In addition, the yield rates differ depending of the type.[48]
The mechanical properties of RLP have been shown for resilience over 90 % and
strains over 300 % [10]. The elasticity of resilin have been promoted to glycine
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Figure 6.1. The structure of HFBII protein [50], picture taken from [3]. The black is
hydrophobic and green is hydrophilic part [3].

and proline residues [48]. It has been shown that RLPs can self-assembly, if the
environment is correct [49]. For Rec1-resilin it has been shown that protein is
highly responsive to pH changes, which are seen as protein density at surface
and configuration. The configuration changes effect the thickness of protein layer,
which is thinner near the neutral zone [51], which can lead to different lubrication
properties as function of film thickness. One of the multiple applications for RLP
is tissue engineering, where RLP have shown similar properties as vocal fold [33].

The idea of combining multiple materials is to produce composite, which
have the good properties from both or several materials. The other material can
strengthen or reduce the down sides of another material present in composite.
This type of materials can be created with using fusion proteins with reactive
endings to bond with different materials at nanoscale [46]. Other possibilities is
to use proteins as lubricating surfaces with lubricants such as water, where the
protein has the ability to absorb water as thin layer on surface [4, 19]. In figure
6.2 is an example how HFBI-RLP-dCBM monolayer could assemble to surface.

Figure 6.2. The HFBI-RLP monolayer at surface, where black dots are the hydrophobin
and the strings are RLP.
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7 Research Methods and materials

In this section the materials, equipment and methods to complete this work have
been described. First the used materials and their preparation for experiments
is introduced. Then measuring and analyzing the wetting angle is presented.
Followed by the operation procedure with Quartz crystal microbalance with
dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and analyze methods for it are presented. Finally
the friction measurement and methods to analyze obtained data and wear is
presented.

7.1 Materials and preparation

All the PDMS samples were manufactured with Sylgard® 184 PDMS kit using the
weight ratio 10:1 with elastomer and curing agent. First the elastomer was weighted
and then the curing agent was added to the same pot, where the ingredients were
mixed by hand. Next the pot was placed to gentle vacuum to remove the bubbles
from mixture for so long that no bubbles could be seen with eye. Then the
mixture was poured from pot to molds that are shown in figure 7.1 for flat and
micropatterned surface. The curing of the PDMS samples was done in mold
overnight in oven at temperature of 60 ℃. The micropatterned surface had holes
in it with hole diameter of 10 µm and depth of 17 µm, though the diameter of
holes was slightly larger due to the SU-8 master that was provided by Micronova.
In the micropatterned surfaces four different fractions of holes were used that were
2.5 %, 7.4 %, 14.5 % and 22.7 %. In other words, one batch consisted of PDMS
samples with flat and micropatterned surfaces to neglect the material difference
due to weight ratio of pre-polymer and curing agent. The PDMS samples were
cut out from molds with carpet knife and then gently pulled up with the help of
carpet knife blade. After the edge of sample was reachable by fingers, they were
used instead of carpet knife blade to ease the removal of PDMS sample from the
mold. Typical PDMS sample thickness was 3-4 mm.

The HFBI-RLP-dCBM fusion proteins were acquired from VTT Technical
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Figure 7.1. Batch of PDMS samples, left side is the flat sample and right side from
top left to bottom right 2.5 %, 7.4 %, 14.5% and 22.7 % fraction surfaces.

Research Center of Finland Ltd. in purified state ready to use as lubricant with
added buffer solution of sodium acetate. The protein solution used to coat the
samples was 50 µg/ml. The protein coating was done by pipetting 1 ml of the
protein solution on sample surface and then placing petri dish gently on sample
to make the 1 ml droplet spread all over the sample surface. The sodium acetate
solution was self-made with concentration of 0.1 M, which was then diluted for
use in experiments with concentration of 10 mM for pH 3 and 5. The pH 11
buffer solution was 10 mM phosphate buffer. The QCM crystals were ordered
from Biolin scientific with gold coating, which will be discussed more briefly in
QCM-D section.

7.2 Wetting angle

Wetting angle was measured from samples by KSV CAM 200 optical tensiometer
presented in figure 7.2. Tough, the actual wetting angle measurement was done
with accompanied software on PC, while the actual machine only takes pictures
and sends them to PC for analysis. The normal system was modified with plastic
hood over it to keep the relative humidity with measurements at 50 % and the
humidity was accomplished by placing water inside the hood to evaporate and
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rise the humidity.

Samples were positioned to sample holder and the contact angle for every
sample was measured from three different spots. For every spot two images were
taken at interval of 1 s. Every droplet was carefully planted from tip of pipette
with volume of 20 µl to sample surface. The time between placing the droplet on
surface and taking picture of it was between 30 s and 60 s. This was due to the
camera that was focused to droplet to obtain as clear and as big droplet as possible
in picture. After each spot the computer software was used to calculate the contact
angle for both left and right side of droplet automatically with Young/Laplace
curve fitting method. The measurement level was carefully placed for each picture
to make sure that the measurement was made at interface between the droplet
and the sample. Finally the data obtained was exported to text file and imported
to MATLAB®, where the average and the standard deviation was calculated from
images of the same sample with MATLAB® functions mean() [53] and std() [54].
The contact angle of steel ball was imaged similarly as PDMS, but for calculation
of contact angle method presented in literature [55] was used. Previous was due
to the spherical shape of ball and software used by tensiometer, which was not
designed for this type of measurements. In addition, droplets of size 2 µl was used,
which was closer to the value used in literature [55], than 20 µl that was used
with PDMS. MATLAB® function for calculating the contact angle from steel ball
is presented in appendix A.

Figure 7.2. KSV CAM200 optical tensiometer covered with plastic hood to increase
relative humidity.
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7.3 Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D)

The quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) measure-
ments were conducted at VTT Technical Research Center of Finland Ltd. The
reference gold coated 5 MHz AT-cut quartz crystals were first rinsed with Milli-Q
water and then blow dried with nitrogen gas. After drying the crystals were placed
to UV/Ozone cleaner for 10 min. The UV/Ozone cleaner was manufactured by
BioForce Nanosciences and is shown in figure 7.3. After the UV/Ozone cleaner,
the crystals were placed back to the QCM crystal box. Before spin coating the
crystals were cleaned with previously described method.

Figure 7.3. The BioForce Nanosciences UV/ozone cleaner.

Spin coating with PDMS was started with mixing the curing agent and base
with ratio of 1:10 (w%/w%). The mixed solution was placed to ultrasound bath
to remove air bubbles from it. Next the PDMS was diluted with toluene to
obtain possibility of creating thin layers of PDMS that was required for QCM-D
measurements. This method have been shown previously to be able to obtain
especially thin PDMS films with spin coating [57]. In this work the parameters
for dissolution of PDMS in toluene was at ratio 1:10 (w%/v). The PDMS toluene
mixture was mixed with magnetic stirrer with 500 rpm for 30 min. Droplet of the
solution of PDMS and toluene was pipetted in center of QCM crystal and then
spin coated with parameters 5000 rpm and 120 s. The acceleration of spin coater
could not be controlled and was typically 4000 rpm/s. The spin coating machine
was manufactured by Metrohm and is shown in figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4. The spin coater that was used.

The QCM-D measurement device consisted of the sample holder unit with
pipes and pump, which are presented in figure 7.5. The QCM-D device (Q-Sense
E-4) was manufactured by Biolin Scientific and the pump by Ismatec. First the
gold plated crystals were measured in air for reference and were then coated with
PDMS and measured again in air. With the previous procedure the thickness of
PDMS layer could be approximated. Next the crystals with PDMS were put on
milliQ water for overnight to reduce amount of distraction due to PDMS absorbing
liquid in it and to speed up the measurement with QCM-D. Before assembling the
crystals back to QCM, they were rinsed with water and blow dried with nitrogen
gas. Measurements were continued by pumping the buffer solution (pH 5) to
QCM device and allowing the measurement signal to stabilize before adding fusion
proteins in buffer solution. After it was clearly visible that proteins had reached
the measurement chambers pump was stopped and proteins were given time to
assembly on surface. When the signal was stable again, the pump was started
and pure buffer solution of pH 5 was run through the measurement chamber for
so long that signal was stable again. This was done to get the known state, where
all the proteins are attached to surface. To obtain information about protein layer
thickness, buffers with different pH was pumped through system periodically and
before changing the buffer, the system was allowed to be in stable state. For all
the QCM measurements the constant flow rate 0.1 ml/min was used. Control
experiment was conducted parallel with polystyrene as it is known surface to
hydrophobin self-assembly [56].

The obtained results were imported to Qtools3 software, where the results
were analyzed. The modelling of surface was done by 1 layer system as only
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Figure 7.5. The actual QCM-D device on right and pump on left. In the similar state
that test were conducted

the protein layer was added during the QCM measurement. In addition, the
default parameters of the software was used for the modelling. After the data for
modelling was selected the software made the modelling and presented the results
in graphical and numerical form.

7.4 Friction

Friction measurements were made with high temperature pin-on-disk tribometer
(Anton paar) which is presented in figure 7.6. Before every measurement series the
tribometer was calibrated with the calibration procedure presented in tribometer
user manual. One measurement series consist of measuring all the samples from
the same batch of PDMS samples, which was described more precisely in materials
section.

The tribometer measures the friction force with force sensors that measure the
lateral force. The sensor feedback was electrically transmitted to processor that
will calculate the coefficient of friction with Amonton’s law, which was presented
as graph to user through computer software. Other data the tribometer provided
was the sample temperature, penetration depth, laps, distance and time from
the start of the experiment. The data was then exported to text document and
analyzed with MATLAB® and its build in functions mean() [53] and std() [54] to
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Figure 7.6. Anton Paar high temperature tribometer [58], pin-on-disk type.

calculate the average and standard deviation from friction measurement after the
run-in period.

The measurement method for the used equipment was following: first the arm
was leveled automatically and the level was checked with spirit level. Second the
pin with ball was brought gently to contact with sample and then the arm was
brought to up position automatically where no contact between the ball and sample
was present. Next the load disc was added to arm. Finally the measurement was
started with button press from software and the pin was brought to contact and
disk started to rotate at given speed automatically. All the measurements were
conducted with steel ball with diameter of 6 mm. The PDMS samples were cut to
circle shape for mounting in the sample holder. For the tests with lubricant, the
liquid test cup provided by the measurement device manufacturer was used. For
the dry tests the samples were mounted directly to the sample holder without the
liquid cup. The tests conducted were one direction pin-on-disk. The parameters
that were entered on software to run tests were load, linear velocity and distance,
while the temperature (23 ℃) and relative humidity (50 %) in room were kept
constant.

The dry tests with bulk and micropatterned PDMS were conducted with
radiuses of 3 mm and 6 mm with linear speeds of 0.03 mm/s, 0.05 mm/s and
0.1 mm/s, while the running distance was kept constant of 3 m. Due to the low
distance all the speed could be run with same diameter. In other words two test
with same linear speed could be run with one sample. The run in period of 1 m
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was neglected from the results and all the tests were run with deadweight of 1 N.
Tests with distance of 75 m was conducted with radiuses of 3 mm and 6 mm with
linear speed of 30 mm/s to observe the wear between PDMS and steel ball.

The tests with different lubricants were conducted with same linear speeds
as dry tests as the transition between the lubrication mechanisms with steel ball
and PDMS should be around 60 mm/s [33]. The radiuses used in experiments
were 3 mm and 6 mm to keep the radiuses same with dry tests. The distance was
same as with dry experiments (3 m) and the run in period of 1 m was neglected
from results. Three different lubricants that are Milli-Q ultrapure water, buffer
solution (pH 3, pH 5 and pH11) and HFBI-RLP-dCBM fusion protein in buffer
solution with pH 3, 5 and 11 was used to conduct the tests. In the case of protein,
the protein was firstly allowed to assemble on PDMS surface and wet troughly
with buffer solution before starting the test. The lubricant was placed on system
with pipette with amount to fully cover the surface of the sample. The amount
lubricants were added approximately 3 ml for ultrapure water, 2 ml for buffer and
1 ml for protein solution. The lubricant was added between the runs, if it was
clearly seen that lubricant had escaped from sample surface to edges of liquid cup.
In figure 7.7 the PDMS sample was in liquid cup with added lubricant (water) in
the state, where test was conducted. The load and velocity parameters for both
dry and lubricant tests were chosen on basis of previous research with PDMS and
protein layers [4, 19, 20, 30, 33, 34]. To observe the wear of protein layer long
distance tests were conducted with linear speed of 0.03 m/s and radiuses of 3 mm
and 6 mm with distance of 75 m.

Figure 7.7. PDMS sample in liquid cup with water lubricant.
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8 Results and Discussion

In this section the obtained results are shown and they are compared to literature.
In addition, the results will be discussed more briefly. The structure of this section
is following first the results from the wetting angle measurements with different
pH are presented. Next the QCM-D results are shown and finally the friction
measurements for all different conditions are shown and discussed. For clarification,
in this section and its subsections micropatterned samples will be noted as sample
1-4 and sample without micropatterning is noted as bulk. Sample 1 have the least
amount of holes on its surface (2.5 % fraction), while sample 4 have most of them
(fraction 22.7 %). Optical microscope pictures from micropatterned surfaces are
shown in figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1. Optical microscope pictures from sample surfaces with x20 magnification.
a) Sample 1, b) Sample 2, c) Sample 3, d) Sample 4.
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8.1 Wetting angle

The average contact angle for the steel ball used in friction measurements was
calculated to be 53.5° with the standard deviation of 2.2°. One of the pictures
used in the calculation is presented in figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2. Water droplet on a 6 mm steel ball with contact angle approximately 54°.

The contact angle for stainless steel has been reported to be around 60°
[3, 59, 60], but the measurements have been done with plane surface. While
the steel type was close or same that was used in this work the contact angle
was slightly lower, but the steel surface was clearly hydrophilic. The reason for
the contact angle to be smaller than reported in literature was probably due to
measuring the length of contact between the droplet and steel ball. This was due
to the resolution of camera as choosing the contact point height wrong can lead to
error of multiple pixels in length and one pixel can have effect of 1.5°. In addition,
the surface shape had only small impact on contact angle [55]. One more thing to
consider was the quality of water used in the experiments as surface tension will
differ depending on the purity of water and resulting different contact angles.

Contact angle measurements for uncoated PDMS with different pH are pre-
sented graphically in figure 8.3, where error bars are the standard deviation
calculated from measurements. The same data is then provided in numerical form
in table 8.1. Buffer pH are 3, 5 and 11, while pH of milli-Q water is 6.
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Figure 8.3. Uncoated PDMS contact angles with different pH. Buffer pH are 3, 5 and
11, while water is 6.

Table 8.1. PDMS contact angles and standard deviation with different pH. Buffer pH
are 3, 5 and 11, while water pH is 6.

Sample pH 3 STD pH 5 STD pH 6 STD pH 11 STD
Bulk 99.6 4.7 101.8 2.8 100.3 3.1 96.6 3.3

Sample 1 104.6 3.4 102.1 2.6 101.4 5.3 99.6 2.5
Sample 2 101.0 3.0 104.0 2.8 103.3 2.3 102.4 1.3
Sample 3 105.1 3.8 104.9 2.6 106.2 2.8 106.5 4.4
Sample 4 108.4 2.1 109.8 4.0 109.8 2.1 109.0 2.6

Typical contact angle value for flat PDMS sample with water have been
reported to lie between 100° and 110° [13, 15, 21, 30, 33, 34]. The measured
contact angles in this work for uncoated PDMS surface were in the range provided
by the literature and differing the pH did not seem to have effect on the contact
angle value. The small difference in contact angles for samples with different pH
was more likely to be result of surface differences at different spots on sample
surface than the result of different pH. The high standard deviation for some
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measurements are due to the manufacturing of samples, which made the samples
uneven in thickness as the oven surface was oblique.

Micropatterning shows effect on contact angle as increasing the amount of
dimples increases the contact angle as bulk and sample 1 have contact angle
around 100° and sample 4 have contact angle near 109°. All the samples were
clearly hydrophobic without the fusion protein coating. The dimples had similar
functionality as pillars that have been shown to increase the contact angle [13],
though, the effect of dimples seems to be lower than the effect of pillars.

In the figure 8.4 the contact angles with different pH for the fusion protein
coated PDMS surface is presented and corresponding numerical values are found
in table 8.2. Buffer solution pH are 3, 5 and 11, while pH of water is close to 6.

Figure 8.4. Fusion protein coated PDMS contact angles with different pH. Buffer pH
are 3, 5 and 11, while water pH is 6.

The protein coating seems to reduce the contact angle for all samples but the
reduction for micropatterned samples was much less than for bulk. In addition,
only the contact angles with water were hydrophilic for all samples, while in other
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Table 8.2. Fusion protein coated PDMS contact angles and standard deviation with
different pH. Buffer pH are 3, 5 and 11, while water is 6.

Sample pH 3 STD pH 5 STD pH 6 STD pH 11 STD
Bulk 53.2 12.9 68.2 1.8 68.4 4.0 71.6 12.7

Sample 1 77.6 5.6 87.6 10.7 79.5 2.7 90.5 4.5
Sample 2 98.8 6.4 92.9 6.4 82.6 4.0 92.8 5.9
Sample 3 96.9 6.2 95.3 11.7 86.7 7.4 96.4 5.0
Sample 4 98.1 4.9 94.4 10.3 82.4 3.0 101.2 8.4

pHs only the bulk and sample 1 were hydrophilic. When comparing the effect of
pH, it is hard to say which might be result of change in pH and do the PDMS
surface or the spot on it have greater effect. The previous was clearly seen in
standard deviation for certain samples. For examples bulk samples have huge value
for standard deviation for pH 3 and pH 11, while in pH 5 the standard deviation
was rather small. Most notably, all the measurements were made to samples from
same batch so the manufacturing process should not affect the results. In the case
of bulk sample, the pH probably did not have direct effect on contact angle, but
the spots on PDMS surface have had slightly different coating with protein in
addition to huge standard deviation at pH 3 and pH 7.

Micropatterned samples had their own kind of behavior as sample 1 had the
lowest contact angle for all cases, but the thicker patterns did not have as clear
order as was in the case of uncoated surface. Only in pH 11 the surfaces had clearly
increasing contact angle with thicker micropattern. In other pH values sample 4
had even lower value than sample 2 or 3. This would suggest that after certain
fraction of dimples the protein layer was able to neglect the effect of increasing
contact angle with thicker micropatterning. In addition, with samples 2, 3 and
4, when one value have big difference to other two it also had greatest standard
deviation. In other words, with micropatterning the contact angle seems to be
nearly the same for samples 2, 3 and 4 and pH 5 produces slightly lower contact
angles than pH 3 and pH 11. It must be noted that at different scale the contact
angle could be different. For example between the dimples the surface should
perform similarly to bulk and produce much lower contact angles.

It have been previously shown that hydrophobin reduces the contact angle close
to 60° for diamond like carbon and steel surface [3] and slightly higher angle for type
SC3 hydrophobin on Teflon [37]. These values were pretty close to values obtained
for bulk with protein coating in this work, but value for hydrophobin coated PDMS
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was 90° that was far away from reported values. Usually micropatterning have
been used to increase the contact angle [13, 61] or to decrease friction [20, 33, 34]
but not with combination of protein layer and micropatterning. This is why it is
hard to verify the results with protein coated micropatterned surfaces. Although,
they seem to be reasonable in contrast to bulk values.

8.2 Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitor-
ing (QCM-D)

Maximum of 4 sensors were used in test, but one of the PDMS sensors failed to
output any kind of reasonable data. Instead the polystyrene (PS) coated and two
PDMS coated sensors (noted as sensors 1 and 2) provided especially stable output
signal. The control experiment with PS sensor is shown in figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5. HFBI-RLP-dCBM protein absorbtion to polystyrene coated QCM sen-
sor.Protein solution was pumped to measurement chamber from 10 to 12 minutes and
from 24 to 27 minutes after start.

As many overtones as possible was used to verify measurements and for the
PS sensor higher overtones than 7 could have been acquired. However, overtone
7 was maximum for PDMS sensors, which was result of thick PDMS layer on
sensor surface. Previously coating of PS surface have been done with HFBI and
HFBI-dual chain avidin (dcAvd) [56]. The pure HFBI was found out to assemble
on PS surface in much less time than heavier HFBI-dcAvd [56]. The assembly of
HFBI-RLP-dCBM was especially similar to assembly of the HFBI-dcAvd. The
assembly time for HFBI-RLP-dCBM fusion protein was 12-14 minutes as seen
from figure 8.5. Sharp increase in frequency at time 24 min was propably due
to restart of the the pump and some protein solution might have been still in
the hose that resulted frequency change, when rest of the solution was pumped
through measurement chamber. The assembly of fusion protein to PDMS surface
are shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7 for sensors 1 and 2.
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Figure 8.6. HFBI-RLP-dCBM protein absorbtion to PDMS coated QCM sensor 1.
Protein solution was pumped to measurement chamber from 10 to 12 minutes and from
24 to 27 minutes after start.
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Figure 8.7. HFBI-RLP-dCBM protein absorbtion to PDMS coated QCM sensor 2.
Protein solution was pumped to measurement chamber from 10 to 12 minutes and from
24 to 27 minutes after start.

The proteins did assembly on both PDMS sensor surfaces similarly compared
to the PS surface. Based on the previous figures, it was certain that HFBI-RLP-
dCBM fusion protein did self-assembly on PDMS surface. The trend of obtained
curves was near the previously made measurements [56] with HFBI-dcAvd. The
time needed for the protein assembly was close to 14 minutes but even longer
time should be used as seen from figure 8.6. In addition, there was clear difference
between assembly time on PDMS sensor 1 and 2 surfaces as sensor 1 was start of
stabilization period, while sensor 2 had already shown stabile signal for overtones 5
and 7 for couple of minutes. Based on these results the fusion protein was allowed
to assemble approximately 4 hours to the PDMS samples that were used in the
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friction measurements. The PDMS frequency and dissipation curve overtones had
greater distribution than PS ones and also the change in frequency was greater for
the PDMS coated crystals. The spin coating of PDMS might have failed partly
and resulted in uneven thickness and certainly thicker coating than PS crystal,
which will directly result difference previously mentioned.

The modelling of PDMS surface with fusion protein gave thickness from 20
nm to 30 nm for the fusion protein layer with pH 5 buffer solution. This was
near the value obtained previously 15 nm at pH 4.5 [62]. Though, the fusion
protein had CBM ending instead of HFBI and RLP was shown to be really pH
sensitive. Other reasons to slight difference could be the previously mentioned
uneven thickness of the PDMS film.

8.3 Friction

In this section the results from the friction tests are presented and discussed. The
structure of this section will start with presenting the results from dry surface tests
and then move on to tests with lubricants. Lubrication subsection will present
and discuss the results with buffer and protein lubrication. Lastly the wear of
protein layers are inspected under wet conditions. An example of raw data that
tribometer produced is shown in figure 8.8. As described in materials and methods
section 1 m from start (run-in period) was neglected due to unstable and noisy
signal. Then average was calculated from the end part of the signal, while the
standard deviation (error bars in upcoming figures) approximately present the
peak-to-peak of acquired signal from average value.
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Figure 8.8. An example of raw data obtained from tribometer for bulk in dry conditions
at speed of 30 mm/s.

8.3.1 Dry

The mean coefficient of friction (COF) with different speed for uncoated PDMS
samples in dry condition is presented in figure 8.9. The error bars are the standard
deviation calculated from measurement data.
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Figure 8.9. Mean COF of uncoated PDMS as function of speed. Amount of dimples
increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.

The mean COF in figure 8.9 for different samples behave exactly as described
in theory section of this work for elastomers. Reduction in contact area will result
decrease in friction and increase in speed results increase in COF. The pair present
in this measurement was hydrophilic-hydrophobic, which was shown to have rather
high friction coefficient at dry conditions [64]. The COF near 2 with slower speed
and PDMS/PDMS pair have been reported [63]. Compared to previous fact, the
result with bulk was really reasonable value as the steel/PDMS tribopair have
hard-soft material contact, which will give system output of increased friction.
This output was result from greater amount of material deformation during sliding
contact than with soft-soft tribopair [17] that was the case in PDMS/PDMS
contact.

The dry friction of the fusion protein coated PDMS is shown in figure 8.10.
The error bars present in figure are the standard deviation for the measurements
at specific linear speed.
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Figure 8.10. The mean COF of fusion protein coated PDMS as function of speed.
Amount of dimples increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.

The dry friction of hydrophilic-hydrophilic pair have been shown to be higher
than other possible pairs [64]. In this work based on wetting angle measurements
only bulk and sample 1 should form hydrophilic pair while Samples 2-4 should
still be hydrophobic-hydrophilic pair. For all micropatterned surfaces the COF
increases, while the bulk have close to value of uncoated PDMS surface for 30
mm/s and 50 mm/s. One reason for increased friction could be the increased
surface roughness by protein layer and other could be the hydrophilic-hydrophilic
tribopair. It is possible that the contact angle measurement shows the surface
hydrophobic, but the interaction between the steel ball and protein layer was
hydrophilic-hydrophilic. This could be the reason for greater increase of friction
with less micropatterned surfaces, when the contact area to hydrophilic surface
changes. In other words, sample 4 had less contact to hydrophilic parts while
sample 1 had the most from micropatterned surfaces resulting biggest difference
in COF. Fusion protein layer did not show any lubricating effects when it was dry
and previously the lubricating effect of hydrophobins had been shown as result of
their water binding ability [3].
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8.3.2 Lubricated

The mean COF as function of speed for uncoated PDMS in pH 5 sodium acetate
buffer is shown in figure 8.11 and lubrication with water is shown in figure 8.12.

Figure 8.11. The mean COF of uncoated PDMS lubricated with pH 5 buffer. Amount
of dimples increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.

The most significant difference between water and buffer with uncoated PDMS
surface was the system response of bulk material as with buffer clear decrease with
increasing speed was observed while in water such behavior cannot be seen. This
type behavior should be present in both cases because increasing speed should
increase the height of lubrication layer and decrease friction [34, 63]. In addition,
the drop in friction should be present with PDMS/steel contact lubricated with
water at speeds over 50 mm/s [33]. Most importantly the friction decreases for
bulk in both cases compared to dry friction that was expected to happen even with
poor lubricants. In water lubricated contact, the behavior for bulk was similar to
previously reported behavior of hydrophobic-hydrophobic pair, when lubricated
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Figure 8.12. The mean COF of uncoated PDMS lubricated with water pH 6. Amount
of dimples increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.

friction was only slightly lower than dry friction and only especially high speed
decrease friction [64]. This should not be present as steel ball was measured to be
hydrophilic and multiple tests were run with same behavior. The COF was near
the reported values [33, 63] for bulk at speeds below 60 mm/s. It was argued that
lubrication mechanism would change after the 60 mm/s from boundary to mixed
lubrication [33] but no such change could be seen from results. For 100 mm/s
COF was significantly higher for both cases for previously measured values with
similar pair (steel/PDMS) [33] but close to value of PDMS/PDMS pair [63]. This
would suggest that steel ball was coated with PDMS and converted surface at
least partly hydrophobic. However, no wear or wear tracks could be seen with
optical microscopy.

The buffer and water lubricated friction for steel/micropatterned PDMS pair
had important factor in dimple dimension ratio. The dimples depth to diameter
ratio in this work (1.7) was far away from optimal depth to diameter ratio (0.05-
0.01) [34] for hydrodynamic lift. This can be seen from results as buffer and water
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lubricated COF was nearly the same as dry COF for PDMS surface. The effect
was justified by the fact of water being able to flow in dimples around the ball
and no or especially thin lubricating layer was formed between tribopair [33, 34].
Based on the previous fact, the measured values for micropatterned surfaces are
reasonable.

The effect of different pH with pure buffer lubrication is presented in figure
8.13 for bulk and in figure 8.14 for sample 4. The behavior of other micropatterned
surfaces was similar to sample 4, when observing the effect of pH.

Figure 8.13. The mean COF of uncoated Bulk lubricated with buffer with different
pH.

Buffer pH for bulk sample have little to no difference as the values for pH 5 and
11 were clearly inside of each others standard deviation limits. The lower bound
of pH range shows small difference for bulk sample, but this can be justified with
multiple reasons. First the tests were done to different batch of samples that can
result slightly different composition of cross linker and base, when manufacturing
PDMS. Secondly the PDMS sample had slightly greater thickness variation for
pH 3, which was seen as greater standard deviation. Thirdly the greater standard
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deviation also implies difference between measurement values of 3 mm radius and
6 mm radius. Previous was strictly dependent of sample surface as nothing else
changed between the measurements. This could have something to do with the
petri dish, where all the samples were casted and then removed after hardening,
even the mold and surfaces were cleaned before usage.

Figure 8.14. The mean COF of uncoated Sample 4 lubricated with buffer with different
pH.

The sample 4 and other micropatterned surfaces were even closer to each other
in the pH range used in this work than bulk PDMS. The small variation in results
was likely to be from same sources that was discussed in previous chapter for
bulk material. It was expected that pH would not have impact for the friction as
PDMS should be inert for pH changes and for example removing of PDMS was
difficult from microstructures [65].

Results for fusion protein coated PDMS friction measurements are shown in
the figures 8.15, 8.16 and 8.17 for pH 3, 5 and 11 respectively for all the samples.
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Figure 8.15. The mean COF of fusion protein coated PDMS in buffer pH 3. Amount
of dimples increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.

Figure 8.16. The mean COF of fusion protein coated PDMS in buffer pH 5. Amount
of dimples increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.
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Figure 8.17. The mean COF of fusion protein coated PDMS in buffer pH 11. Amount
of dimples increases from Sample 1 to Sample 4.

Fusion protein coated PDMS shows clear reduction of friction for bulk in full pH
range, but micropatterned surfaces have more complicated behavior. The friction
of bulk samples could be considered quite high, when comparing to reported
literature values (below 0.2) for pure hydrophobin lubrication [3, 30]. Though,
they were obtained with similar tribopair (steel/steel or PDMS/PDMS) compared
to the dissimilar tribopair of this work and lower load. The high value for COF
was likely to be result of hard and soft material contact, which leads to continues
material deformation during sliding on surface. The huge standard deviation for
bulk with certain speeds were result of 3 mm and 6 mm radius having different
COF and noisy signal. It was previously reported that with hydrophobins similar
measurements could have great difference in COF [3].

Fusion protein had much lower effect for lubrication with micropatterned
surfaces at pH 5 and COF values are especially close or slightly higher than
uncoated surfaces lubricated with pH 5 buffer. The same facts were present in
this case that were with the pure buffer lubrication, but the difference was the
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protein still cannot bind enough water to create the lift and lubrication layer. The
slight increase in friction for sample 1 and 2, could be result from protein layer
increasing the surface roughness. The low friction of sample 1 at 100 mm/s could
be reasoned by the protein water binding ability and high speed as water layer
thickness increases and sample 1 has less dimples in it. The effect of speed and
water layer thickness have been shown before [63].

The effect of pH to RLP conformation have been shown before. Most sig-
nificantly the low and high end of pH range did show to increase the length of
RLP, but pH 5 was shown to not have huge difference to pH 4.5. [62] Previously
described effect was clearly seen with friction measurements in this work in pH
range that was used. The bulk does not show as strong correlation to pH difference
than micropatterned surfaces as pH 11 friction with bulk was slightly higher than
pH 3 even the RLP was much longer in pH 11. It must be noted that pH 3 and 11
had huge standard deviation for bulk, which implies noise in the measurement and
the difference with even larger amount of experiments could be smaller. Friction
coefficient had lower value for pH 3 than pH 5 for micropatterned surface as it
was expected, because RLP was longer in pH 3 and was able to bind more buffer
solution. The decrease of friction due to water binding was even clearer with
experiments between pH 3 and 11 as RLP length continues to increase. The
friction decrease between pH 5 and 11 was huge for micropatterned surface as
the COF was half of the values of pH 5 at pH 11. At pH 11 it was also seen
that linear speed effect to COF with more dimples decreases, because sample 3
and 4 show no decrease in friction in velocity range. This would imply change in
lubrication mechanism for less micropatterned surfaces while sample 3 and 4 would
need even higher linear speeds. The lubrication mechanism likely to be present in
this case are mixed lubrication for bulk-sample 2 and boundary lubrication for
sample 3 and 4. The protein length values [62] are in range for boundary and
elastohydrodynamic lubrication layer thicknesses [17].

8.3.3 Wear

The measurement data for wear tests with bulk sample lubricated with different
coatings are presented in figure 8.18 filtered with moving average to show the
trend of signal. Similarly the results for sample 4 wear tests with different protein
coatings are presented in figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.18. The measurement data for bulk sample with different protein coatings
and buffer solutions.

Figure 8.19. The measurement data for sample 4 with different protein coatings and
buffer solutions.
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The optical microscope pictures from wear of sample 4 surface are presented in
figure 8.20 and wear tracks in different conditions for bulk and sample 4 are shown
in figure 8.21. Conditions used for wear tests were uncoated PDMS lubricated
with pH 5 buffer, fusion protein coated PDMS wetted with pH 5 and pH 11 buffer
,and pure HFBI coated PDMS wetted with pH 5 buffer.

Figure 8.20. The Wear of Sample 4 surface with different coating, magnification x20.
Top left uncoated PDMS, top right HFBI in pH 5 buffer, down left fusion protein in pH
5 buffer and down right fusion protein in pH 11 buffer. Scale bar length 125 µm
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Figure 8.21. Wear tracks after wear tests. The left side image is from bulk surface and
right side image is from Sample 4 surface. From top to down the coatings are: uncoated
PDMS, HFBI pH5, fusion protein pH5 and fusion protein pH 11. Magnification x5.
Scale bar length 500 µm
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The width of wear tracks, measured from optical microscope images, are
presented in table 8.3.

Table 8.3. Width of wear tracks for bulk and sample 4 in µm

Coating Bulk STD Sample 4 STD
Uncoated 2452.5 3.5 2715.0 21.2

HFBI pH 5 2320.0 28.3 2440.0 14.1
Fusion protein pH 5 1005.0 21.2 1475.0 35.4

Fusion protein pH 11 599.0 15.6 985.0 21.2

The width of wear tracks and the microscope pictures from tracks clearly
indicate couple of things. First the width of the wear track was dependent
on COF, secondly the stiffness of structure affects track width and thirdly the
lubrication layer thickness affect the track width. The red dots in figure 8.21 for
pH 11 fusion protein coated bulk material were from marker as the wear track
could not be seen without marking the surface. Increase in friction increases the
track width and deform of material was greater with less uniform structure as
seen between sample 4 and bulk samples. In all other cases than pH 11 fusion
protein coated 6 mm radius, the wear tracks could be seen and surface had suffered
at least some damage. The obtained wear tracks in this work were especially
similar to harder polymer wear tracks [66] or to steel/steel contact lubricated
with hydrophobins [3]. The difference between the wear track width with pH 5
HFBI and pH 5 fusion protein was most likely from the lubrication layer thickness
as friction for both samples was nearly the same for linear speed of 30 mm/s
(presented in appendix B).

The surface damage of sample 4 did show the effect of coating to wear. The
uncoated sample 4 dimples had turned from ordered hexagonal structure to fish
scale like formation while fusion protein coated pH 11 run had no deformation in
the micropattern structure. The HFBI and fusion protein in pH 5 did show little
deformation similar to uncoated sample, which presents the sliding direction of
the ball on surface during the test. In addition, the deformation for previously
mentioned pair did show that the lubrication layer thickness could have impact on
wear as the HFBI coefficient of friction was slightly lower, but the fusion protein
coated surface had suffered slightly less damage.
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9 Summary and Conclusions

Recently the proteins have shown interest in research as lubricant coating for
different type of surfaces. The protein coatings can be lubricated with non-toxic
lubricants such as water which can be seen as great advantage compared to conven-
tional lubricants such as oils. Specifically resilin-like polypeptide pose interesting
ability of modifying protein length with liquid pH value while hydrophobins are
able to modify surface wetting angle from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and vice
versa. Even further surface modification can be done with microfabrication which
allows producition of surfaces with pillars or dimples with different sizes. Reduc-
tion of the contact area with soft matter such as elastomers have been found out
to reduce the friction between sliding surfaces.

The aim of this Master’s thesis was to study the friction of micropatterned
PDMS surface with and without HFBI-RLP-dCBM fusion protein coating lubri-
cated with buffer solution at different pH values. To study this, the micropatterned
PDMS surfaces were manufactured with dimples and tested with pin-on-disk tri-
bometer. In addition, the surface modification properties of fusion protein was
studied with contact angle measurement and self-assembly of the fusion protein
to PDMS surface was studied with QCM-D.

The results from contact angle experiments did show that the micropatterning
increases the contact angle and reduces the fusion protein ability to convert surface
from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. Only the PDMS surface without dimples was
converted from hydrophobic to absolutely hydrophilic. The buffer pH value did
not show any clear significance in contact angle measurements. In the QCM
measurements it was shown that the fusion protein did self-assembly on PDMS
surface less than 30 minutes.

Friction measurements did show that the micropatterning reduced the friction
with dry surface, but the addition of buffer solution did not reduce the friction for
micropatterned surfaces for uncoated PDMS. However, the non-micropatterned
uncoated PDMS surface did have clear reduction of friction with buffer lubrication
and increase of linear speed did reduce friction even further that was absent
with micropatterned surfaces. The buffer pH did not show any difference in
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friction for uncoated PDMS samples. The fusion protein coating had significant
reduction of friction for all PDMS samples with buffer solution at pH 11. The
buffer solution at pH 5 and 3 did show great reduction of friction only for bulk
sample while micropatterned samples had reduction of friction at high linear speed.
The reduction of friction was result of fusion protein’s ability to bind buffer and
create lubrication layer which thickness differs with buffer solution pH as pH
11 had thickest and pH 5 thinnest lubrication layer. The wear of surface was
dependent on the coefficient of friction, coating and structure of sample surface.
The highest friction produced wider wear tracks and micropatterned surface had
wider wear track than the corresponding non-micropatterned surface. The protein
coatings did show to reduce the wear by producing the lubrication layer between
the pin and sample surface.

In the future more testing with proteins should be made as possibilities of
engineering fusion proteins further can pose interesting functional surfaces with
lower friction. The pH activity of the fusion protein in this work should be tested
with different surfaces such as metals or harder polymers that could provide greatly
different coefficient of friction. In addition, the wear of the protein layer would
need further investigation as this work concentrated on wear on extremely high
level. The applications for these type of polymer surface with protein coating
can be in places, where metals sustain heavy corrosion or in biology, where toxic
lubricants cannot be used. For example micropumps could have fusion protein
layer to reduce the friction between the moving parts to even further reduce the
energy consumption of such devices.
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A MATLAB® code for contact angle

MATLAB® function for calculating contact angle from steel ball.

1 f unc t i on [ deg ] = Convex ( a1 )
2

3 % Calcu la te contact ang le from sph e r i c a l s u r f a c e
4 % a1 i s the l ength o f cantact between dop le t and su r f a c e
5 V=2∗10^−9; % volume o f d rop l e t
6 R=0.006; % Radius o f s t e e l b a l l (m)
7 a=a1 ∗17.5766∗10^−6; % a1 times c a l i b r a t i o n um/pix
8 Vt=V+1/3∗pi ∗R^3∗(2−3∗ s q r t (1−(2∗a /(2∗R) ) ^2)+(1−(2∗a

/(2∗R) ) ^2) ^(3/2) ) ;
9 V1=48∗Vt/( p i ∗8∗a^3) ;

10 theta=2∗atan ( ( (V1+sq r t (4+(V1) ^2) ) ^(2/3) −2^(2/3) )
/(2^(1/3) ∗(V1+sq r t (4+V1^2) ) ^(1/3) ) )−a s in (2∗ a
/(2∗R) ) ;

11 deg=theta / p i ∗180 ;
12

13 end
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B Friction between fusion protein and HFBI

The friction of fusion protein and HFBI coated samples in pH 5 buffer lubrication
are presented in figure B1.

Figure B1. The mean COF of fusion protein and HFBI coated samples lubricated with
pH 5 buffer.
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